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                7 Reasons Why PlanetMagpie is the Best MSP!




                

            

        

        
            
                For over 25 years, PlanetMagpie has helped American businesses, just like yours, Unleash the Power of Their IT. 




                

            

            
                We know you have many Managed Service Providers to choose from, so below are 7 reasons PlanetMagpie is the BEST choice for you!
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A live, local PlanetMagpie team member answers your phone calls.    



It's practically unheard of these days, but we refuse to remove the human element from this all-important point of communication with our customers!
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You aren’t thrown into a pool of wild techs who have no idea how cool you are!   




Instead, you get a dedicated team of technicians assigned to your company.  They learn your environment, they know your people, they come on-site when needed, and they can handle any issue. 
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Faster than a speeding Schnauzer!  




15-minute (or sooner) response on support tickets, with offices in all U.S. time zones and 24/7 support! 
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Our exclusive Datacenter.  



If you host with us, your data stays truly private on secure, state-of-the-art servers, protected by enterprise-grade network equipment, with 24-hour local support.
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Cybersecurity is built in.  



It’s essential to every IT solution PlanetMagpie provides.
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We eat our own dog food.  



We love new technology, but we only offer the best of it to our customers.  All the solutions we deploy for our customers have been fully vetted and are in use at PlanetMagpie.
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We won’t offshore your tech support, development, or engineering.  

Instead, we train PlanetMagpie's engineers and technicians to be the next generation of tech experts.
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Our award-winning Creative Lab!  

A built-in creative agency with senior-level visual designers and digital marketers, ready to transform your online presence into a one-of-a-kind marketing powerhouse!
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        Does your current IT support solution match up?

Request a quick no-cost comparison from your nearest PlanetMagpie office:

(510) 344-1180 (CA)

(737) 320-6966 (Austin, TX)

(817) 806-3524 (Fort Worth, TX)

(704) 998-2174 (NC)





sales@planetmagpie.com



 

Compare Our IT Support Services



          
        

    

    

    
               
        

    




        

    


    
        
    
        
        

    

    
        



WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY!





"Five years ago our IT was on the verge of collapse. To help, our financial consultant referred me to PlanetMagpie. 

The turnaround has been 180 degrees. I've actually had people outside the company compliment our IT. In addition to 24/7 support, PlanetMagpie rearchitected our network, installed Unified Communications, and planned for business continuity. Last fall's Maria Fire evacuation and this spring's Work-from-Home order tested our IT. We were all operating from home the next day. Seamlessly. That was no accident.

My viewpoint on IT: #1 asset is our people, and #2 asset is our IT. PlanetMagpie gets my 100% endorsement. There is no better."

-D. Staples, President, Staples Construction





“We're a small business with limited internal IT resources. We suffered a cyberattack in early 2020. The response I received from PlanetMagpie, as our issue escalated from an unresponsive remote server to a complete server failure, was amazing. 

Your team anticipated our operational needs and priorities. They worked through setbacks and delivered solutions. Because of their behavior & approach, there was never a moment that I doubted our recovery.

You clearly have incredibly high standards for your team members, and I suspect that this went exactly as you would plan, train, and expect it to go.

Thank you, PlanetMagpie!”

-A. Moore, CFO, Giusto’s Specialty Foods







"When we did the new website and re-brand, I worked with Doreyne as project manager and personal advisor (for the look I wanted), Mike with site structure (for the functionality I wanted), Chris with the site copy (for getting my thoughts into words people would read), and Robert and Larry for the backend connectivity.

The team at Magpie really functions like one in the classic sense. They are experts in their areas, but also have effective knowledge of the other team member’s areas. This tends to speed communication and reduce the steps necessary to complete a project."

-C. Kelly, President, Diablo Precision







"I just wanted to send you a quick note regarding PlanetMagpie. Your team has gone above and beyond in helping us out at Maxx Metals. Since Mike and I took over the business 2 ½ years ago, we've had many challenges with our computers/server/Internet. Your team has really helped us out. 

When our server crashed, PlanetMagpie helped us come up with a workable solution in real time.  When we had a fire in our warehouse that brought all of our technology down, you were there to help us get back up and running, even reaching out over the weekend to make sure we were doing ok. That extra effort was so appreciated! 

The PlanetMagpie team has always been helpful and knowledgeable and so easy to work with, even for this “non-techie” person. We appreciate it!"

-K. Camarota, Owner, Maxx Metals






"PlanetMagpie is an all American company that reflects the best values inherent in the entrepreneurial business community. They are smart, innovative, and flexible to support our diverse business needs. In addition to their IT Services, they also have a well-established marketing agency which is critical for managing websites and helping us craft branding and marketing strategies.

Our partnership has given us the ability to access business leaders that previously were limited to large companies with large marketing budgets."

-COO, Mbroh Engineering
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Emergency IT Support

support@planetmagpie.com

510-344-1203 CA

817-806-3523 TX



Contact Sales

sales@planetmagpie.com

510-344-1180 CA

817-806-3524 TX



Request a Quote

Click Here



                    

                

            


        

        
            





        

    









    
    
    
